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An ra-thickening of a CW-complex Kk (see [7]) consists of a simple 
homotopy equivalence \f/: K\*-^M\*y where ra^&+3, together with 
an orientation of the tangent space at the base point. In this note we 
associate to any PL (or smooth) manifold, semisimplicial complexes 
corresponding to the homotopy equivalences of the manifold with 
itself, and to PL (or smooth) automorphisms. By giving a suitable 
definition of a relative complex we obtain a long exact sequence of 
homotopy groups. In the case where we restrict our manifolds to be 
thickenings of certain 'good' complexes we are able to give an inter
pretation of the relative terms, by means of the structure of certain 
thickenings. As a consequence we are able to describe the group of 
quasi-isotopy classes of PL-automorphisms of SpXSq which are 
homotopic to the identity. The full details will appear elsewhere. This 
note may be regarded as bearing much the same relation to [7] as [ó] 
does to [5]. 

As in [7] the bulk of the material is applicable to both the piecewise 
linear and smooth categories. The terms homeomorphism, manifold, 
etc., should therefore be interpreted accordingly. 

Definitions and notation. Let Mm be a compact connected manifold, 
and D™C.Mm a disc containing the base point of M, in case M has 
boundary we suppose dMC^D^ — D^1^*. We now define the semi
simplicial complexes with which we shall be working. 

The complex 8>(M). A ^-simplex of 8 (M) is a homotopy equivalence 

F: Ak X Af->A* X M 

such that 
(1) If A8 is a face of Ak the inclusion induces F' : A* X M—>A* X M. 
(2) F\ AkXD% = Identity. 

The complex 3D(Af). Here it is necessary to make a distinction be
tween the piecewise linear and smooth cases. 

Smooth case. A fc-simplex of 3)(Af) is a map 

F: Ak X Af-> A* X M 

such that 
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(1) F\AkXD% = U. 
(2) There is a subdivision (simplicial) of A* with the property that 

for As a simplex of the subdivision then JF| A8XM is a diffeomorphism 
onto its image* 

(3) If Ar is a face of A* then F\ ArXM is an r-simplex and F\ ArXM 
->ArXM. 
Note that the definition as formulated is inductive. 

Piecewise linear case. A ^-simplex of SD(Af) is a piecewise linear 
automorphism 

F: Ak X M~->Ak X M 

such that 
(1) F\AkXD^Id. 
(2) If A* is a face of A* then F\ A'XM is a piecewise linear auto

morphism of As X M. 
In the piecewise linear case SD(ikf) has also been defined by C. 

Morlet [3]. 

PROPOSITION 1. The semisimplicial complexes S(ikf) and S)(M) have 
homotopy groups and it is possible to define 7i\-(S(.M), 3)(ikf)) in such a 
way that the following sequence is exact 

-hr<(©(Jlf)) -> Vi(&(M)) -» Ti(e,(M), SD(Af)) -» ir*-i(S)(A0) ~> 

The proof is entirely straightforward. 
In the smooth case we require the following technical lemma to 

make the transition between geometry and algebra complete. 

LEMMA. / / is possible to represent the elements of Ti(^>(M)) by smooth 
diffeomorphisms 

F: SiX M^S{X M. 

REMARK. These diffeomorphisms are of course not level-preserving. 

The main result. Our main result consists of an interpretation, in 

geometrical terms, for certain cases of the relative term 

THEOREM 2. Let \P: Kk~^Mm be an m-thickening (q.v. [7]) of the 
finite connected CW-complex K. Suppose that K is 

(1) (2k —m+ 2)-connected. 
(2) a suspension, thus endowing 3m(K) with a multiplication. Then 

there exists a bisection 
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If Nm is the trivial-thickening of K, and letting D = pseudoisotopy 
classes of homeomorphisms of N homotopic to the identity, then the 
bijection gives D<~»3w+1(SiO. 

The principal tool required for the proof of the theorem is the fol
lowing result. (Which is an extension of a theorem due to Wall.) 

THEOREM 3. Let (K, L) be a (2k — m+1)-connected CW-pair, and 
(M> dM) a manifold and its nonempty boundary. Suppose given 
X: L—>Pm~l a thickening of L and j : Pm~1—^dM an embedding, then 
given a (2k — m + 1)-connected map 

f: (K, L) -» (P, dP) such that f \ L = j o X 

there exists a submanifold N of M and a simple homotopy equivalence 
g : K—>N, such that the following diagram commutes up to homotopy 
rel L 

n k 
K^N->M 

X j 

and dNr\dM=P, k o g~f (rel L). 

Further if (K, L) is (2k — m + 2)-connected and ƒ : P—>5M is 
another embedding of P in dM with J: PXl—>dMXl a concordance 
joining j and ƒ , then the submanifold pairs (iV, P) (i—\, 2) cor
responding to homotopic (2k — m + 2)-connected maps ƒ»•: (K, L) 
—>(M, dM) where / i | L = j o X and f2\L=f oX are concordant in 
(M, dM) and the concordance may be chosen to extend J. 

APPLICATION. Piecewise linear case only. 
DEFINITION. The homeotopy group of a PL manifold is the group 

of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms homotopic to the identity. 
The g-homeotopy group is the group of concordance classes of such 
homeomorphisms. Denote this last by 3C(M). 

THEOREM 4. If 2p^q+4, q^p, p+q^6y then 

W(S*> X 5«) = Image}7r„(PLff) + 7ra(PL„) - ^ ^ ( P L ^ O + Trq(VLp+1)}. 

The groups PL5 are denned as in [2], [4J. 
This result (see also [l]) is obtained by considering the homeos of 

Sp+Sq-Dv+« which is a thickening of SpVSq. 
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